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In Muerte, duelo, y nueva vida en el cuarto evangelio: Estudio exegético de Jn 11,1–12,11 a la luz de 
las prácticas rituales de la antigüedad, Estela Aldave Medrano exegetically reads John 11:1–12:11 
in dialogue with a conceptual framework fashioned with contributions from the social sciences. 
The topic of death and ritual behavior guides her discussion. Specifically, Aldave addresses how 
“the experience of death affects individuals and groups, and the ritual conduct those circumstances 
trigger” (27; all translations are mine). The goal of Aldave is to discover new elements and aspects 
of this Johannine unit previously missed (28). The analysis Aldave develops is synchronic, reading 
the text in its final form and not simply trying to suggest how John came to be in its present form, 
but she also recognizes that John is the result of its communitarian context and that it responds to 
it (29, 55). This observation is important for her project, since part of her argument is that John 
11:1–12:11 reveals a performative process through which members of the community behind John 
faced death and developed strategies that recognized the role of the crucified and risen Jesus for 
those who died as members of the community. 

Aldave structures her project in five chapters. In chapter 1, Aldave addresses some preliminary 
issues, which include the state of the question, the history of interpretation of John 11:1–12:11, and 
the methodological presupposition. Chapter 2 builds a conceptual framework, developing three 
tasks. First, Aldave explains how death affects communities and individuals, arguing that the 
experience of death brings individuals and groups to a state of anomia (62). Second, Aldave 
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provides a description of the ritual of death, emphasizing, among others, the beginning of the ritual 
with the verdict of death by a man (69), the laments by the women (76–82), and the subsequent 
purification and banquets (87–97). Aldave concludes this chapter by bringing in a ritual theory of 
performance. This theory allows her to note that rituals are not symbols or acts of communication 
(103) but actions that bring change. Aldave notices that ritual practices imply the transformation 
of those who participate in them, which implies the construction of “a new reality or situation” 
(103). Participants go from a state of ambiguity and danger to a “new life” (120); this is true for the 
one who has died and for those who were close to the deceased.  

Chapters 3 and 4 address John 11:1–12:11 from a ritual perspective. Aldave applies the conceptual 
framework she built to John to discover what could be the meaning of the passage for the 
community of John. In chapter 3, Aldave addresses 11:1–16 and 17–44 to argue that Martha and 
Mary are not sisters of Lazarus in the traditional sense; they are a group of disciples who represent 
the community to whom the gospel is addressed (133). In regard to the ritual, Aldave notices that 
the words of Martha (11:21) and Mary (11:32b) echo the laments of women in the ancient 
Mediterranean world. The interaction of Martha with Jesus happens in a dialogue that includes 
formulas of ritual language (208). Mary’s interaction with Jesus also presents ritual traits: Mary 
sees Jesus, kneels before him (11:32), and cries for her deceased brother (218). The actions of Mary 
are similar to those of Mary Magdalene in 20:1–18 and also echo the words of Jesus in 16:16–20. 
These connections reveal how the scene of Jesus’s burial influences the narrative of Lazarus; as 
Mary Magdalene sees the resurrected Jesus (21:16, 18) so Mary of Bethany sees Jesus (11:32). The 
ritual traits of the scene, however, do not end with Mary. Jesus raises Lazarus with a burial inverted 
rite; instead of calling the dead one to verify that he is dead, Jesus calls Lazarus to verify that he is 
alive (234–35). The ritual actions, then, are interrupted. The sepulcher of Lazarus is a place where 
one remembers the transformation that Jesus experienced (238, 242), and the way Lazarus comes 
out from his tomb hints at the belief that for those who believe in Jesus death is a step to eternal 
life; they, even if dead, have eternal life and will be raised to life in the future. 

In chapter 4 Aldave address Jesus’s fleeing to Ephraim (11:45–57) and his subsequent banquet back 
in Bethany (12:1–11). In Aldave’s analysis, Jesus’s sign made some who do not believe go to the 
authorities of the Judeans (253). The words of Caiphas, as interpreted by the writer of John, push 
the reader to believe that the community behind John considers itself part of Judaism (254). For 
Aldave, the setting of the banquet echoes the settings where funerary banquets were held in the 
Greco-Roman world (265) and hints at the location where the Johannine community would meet. 
The community considered that the death of Jesus was an advantage to Israel, as through it Jews 
and gentiles will be united (268). Jesus, however, must flee to Ephraim but then returns to Bethany 
for the banquet in his honor. Aldave characterizes the event as a banquet for a deceased person 
(274–76). However, because Lazarus is at the table, Aldave suggests that Lazarus exemplifies those 
who have died but also continue to experience eternal life while also awaiting the resurrection (277). 
That the scene is set in the first day of the week foreshadows the day Jesus will rise from the dead; 
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the banquet is then in celebration for Jesus (278). Aldave concludes that Jesus’s anointing in 
Bethany is an anointing for someone who is dead but will rise again to life (295). The banquets 
were held in memory of the death and resurrection of Jesus, celebrating both the presence of Jesus 
and the deceased (307). 

Chapter 5 inquires how the people who participate in the ritual are transformed. The ritual theory 
Aldave brings to the conversation suggests that there must be several elements in order that a text 
may help to transform its hearers, such as: the text must include details the audience can identify 
with (319), and the sociohistorical conditions of the audience must engender expectations (325). 
These categories allowed Aldave to conclude that people in the community would constantly see 
members of their group die (333); such death would create a crisis for the group (334); they would 
respond to it with ritual practices (335), including banquets for the one who died (335); the meal 
of John 12:1–8 includes elements of the community behind John (338–39). For Aldave, the 
community met in honor of Jesus, and they would think that both Jesus and the one who had died 
are among the ones in the meetings (346). They would go from a state of liminality to a new life. 
The banquets effectively responded to the crisis, not only helping the community face the death of 
their beloved members, but also allowing them to improve their circumstance and faith in the face 
of a crisis (360–61). 

Aldave fulfills her goal of illumining John 11:1–12:11 through the lenses of socioscientific exegesis. 
As she suggests, the methodology she advocates for and practices—putting in dialogue a conceptual 
framework, created with observations from the social sciences, and a unit of the gospel—allows 
her to uncover dynamics in the text not previously observed. She develops this goal with ambition, 
treating numerous primary and secondary sources. My question does not seek to undermine her 
work but to notice the possibility that some of her observations, such as the one that Lazarus, 
Martha, and Mary are not a family in the ordinary sense or that the banquet in honor of Jesus 
happens in a sort of collegia, may not merely illumine the narrative but at points replace it. Such 
observations allow Aldave to argue that the community behind John may be represented in such 
collegia. While Aldave develops a synchronic analysis of John, her work is so influenced by the 
lenses she uses—social-scientific interpretation—that her findings may create another narrative. 
How, then, can Aldave and others who practice social-scientific approaches to the gospel illumine 
the sociocultural context of the text—considering that John may by speaking to that context—
without at points altering the narrative?  

I thank Aldave for her well-written and rigorous work on John 11:1–12:11. Her observations are 
useful not only because of the myriad of details she provides on ritual in the first-century 
Mediterranean world but for the patient application of them to John. In this case, she successfully 
reads John uncovering that the text presents Jesus interrupting the burial ritual for Lazarus. Jesus 
is both present with those who mourn the deceased but also has given life to those who, although 
dead, await the resurrection of life, while also enjoying eternal life. 


